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I. INTRODUCTION
The use of air and ground robotic vehicles working in cooperation has become an important goal in both military and nonmilitary domains. Several military operations include reconnaissance and exploration of cluttered urban environments where communication and GPS localization can be unreliable.
In this type of mission, groups .of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) could significatively help the ground vehicles (UGVs) by providing localization data and acting as communication relays. Alternatively, with respect to nonmilitary applications, teams of heterogeneous platforms hold the promise to provide researchers with an affordable comprehensive system for environmental mapping and monitoring of remote, inaccessible areas.
In both domains, heterogeneous multi-robot teams must be able to perform tasks in a coordinated manner. Examples include (i) air-ground behaviors that allow UAV information to guide UGV motion planning and control and (ii) cooperative localization and formation control to maximize the intelligence acquired by the robotic team. Air-ground coordination in multi-robot teams is a promising research field and few works [1]- [5] have tackled this problem so far.
More specifically, our air-ground coordination scenario includes a remote reconnaissance mission where a robotic team composed of ground and air vehicles will be dispatched to autonomously map an urban area and provide real-time data and image telemetry to a remote human operator that will be able to task robots to move to certain positions and find objects of interest. A key requirement in this type of scenario is the ability of the individual robots to localize themselves both in absolute and relative coordinates. Unfortunately, GPS reception can not be considered reliable at all times, mainly in highly cluttered three-dimensional environments. Moreover, other classical means of self-localization such as dead-reckoning from known positions through odometry or precise inertial measurement should be considered impractical as either too inaccurate or too expensive. Thus, in order for robotic vehicles to be successful, they must be capable of fusing a diverse assortment of sensed data to provide analytic redundancy to their position sensing capability. This requirement extends not only to the ability of a vehicle to maintain awareness of its own location but also the locations of at least some of its teammates, since in the terrain in which such teams will operate, loss of onboard position sensing will be routinely encountered, even if only for transient periods. by individual vehicles.
In this paper, we show some initial results in this direction. We first describe our multi-robot tesbed, composed of a blimp and a group of ground robots, and the control software used to coordinate them. We present results of experiments in air-ground localization analyzing three complementary approaches for determining the positions of vehicles on the ground GPS. air-ground localization based on known ground features and air-ground localization based on UAV sensors. We discuss and compare the applicability and accuracy of these approaches in localizing both stationary and moving targets and argue that the coordination of aerial and ground vehicles is necessary to get accurate estimates of the state of the system. This paper is organized as follows: Sections ll and 111 present our hardware and software platforms. Section IV discuss the two types of position estimators used in this paper (GPS and camera). In Section V we show our experiments and discuss the results. Finally, Section VI brings the conclusion and directions for future work.
TESTBED
The GRASP Lab has a variety of autonomous moving platforms that enable a wide range of research activities with respect to coordination and control of UAV and UGV systems.
We have developed several generations of autonomous ground vehicles using a medium-sized radio controlled truck chassis as a base platform. The current generation features a high resolution stereo camera on a pan mount to provide 360 field of view sensing. These vehicles are configured with a Pentium 3 based laptop computer that runs the control and sensing algorithms. Sixteen cm. diameter wheels, four-wheel steering, and an independent suspension afford these vehicles a significant level of mobility in outdoor environments. On smooth surfaces they are capable of speeds up to 5 4 5 . In addition to vision sensing, the vehicles are equipped with wheel odometers, WAAS (wide area augmentation system) enabled GPS and a 3-axis inertial measurement unit with magnetic heading and dynamic attitude sensing capability. The resultant integrated platform is a vehicle that can autonomously navigate through moderately varying terrain while maintaining position and orientation sensing quality sufficient to allow images from the vehicle to be used to localize spatial features and create mosaic maps from the integrated set of images. The onboard command and control software allows the user to dynamically specify path or destination, while being able to control the onboard camera, including browsing its image database. We currently have a fleet of 5 of these vehicles.
We also have a medium sized blimp (9 meter length) that has nearly a 3 kg payload for research equipment. The ground robot and the blimp are depicted in figure I .
In-summary. both of these platforms have features that lend ihemselves to this,type of research. These include:
I) A highly capable onboard CPU and ~o n t r o l system software architecture to manage motiodnavigation while also processing and transmitting digital images between autonomous vehicle platforms.
2) Provision for team level closed loop control laws 'involving both air and ground vehicles to enable them to cooperatively accomplish tasks. 3) Capability for sensor fusion of position, orientation and visual imagery data into a common database.
. . .
Fig 1 GRASP au and ground vehcles
111. ROBOT SOFTWARE We are using ROCI (Remote Object Control Interface) [ 6 ] for programming both the ground vehicles and the blimp. ROCI is an objected oriented programming framework that facilitates the development of applications for dynamic multirobot teams. In this framework, each robot is considered a node which contains several processing and sensing modules and may export different types of services and capabilities to other nodes. Each node runs a kernel that mediates the interactions of the robots in a team. This kernel keeps an updated database of all nodes and the functionalities that they export. ROCI also has a browser that allows users lo monitor and control tasks and nodes over the network. Users can Stan and stop tasks, view and log data, and change parameters of any module running in any node. Basically, a ROCI module encapsulates a process which acts on data available on the module's inputs and presents its results as outputs. They are self-contained and reusable, thus, ,complex tasks can be built by connecting inputs and outputs of specific modules. These connections are specified in a XML file and made through a pin architecture that provides a strongly typed, network transparent communication framework .
A. Examples
We have developed-several modules and tasks for robot sensing and control using ROCI. Here we present two of these tasks: way-point navigation and leader-follower.
Autonomous navigation to designated way-points is a basic skill required for executing practical robot missions. A ROCI module has been implemented to accomplish this task by combining path following control with visual obstacle detection through ground-plane stereo. An obstacle free path is fined through desired goal points and adjusted in the event of new obstacle detection. Linear and angular velocity commands are generated based on the track errors and obstacle proximity as depicted in figure 2. Importantly, both the path following control and registration of obstacle depend on accurate estimation of the robot absolute position and orientgion. Another key skill in multi-robot teams is the ability of moving while maintaining a certain formation. One typical approach is to use a leader-follower controller, in which one of the robots (the leader) has some plan or control algorithm that moves it to a goal and one or more robots act as followers and try to keep a certain formation relative to the leader. We implemented a distributed leader-follower controller that tries to keep the follower within a desired distance (both in Yand y) from the leader. The controller generates linear and angular velocities for the follower based on its distance and bearing to the leader as shown in (I). A diagram is depicted in Fig. 3 In order to obtain d and $, we put a color fiducial on the leader and run a color blob extractor algorithm on the follower to segment the color and obtain its position in each image. Then, doing simple stereo processing and using information from the camera pan mount, it is possible to estimate both the distance and bearing to the leader. Figure 4 shows the several modules that compose this task. .This high level of modularity allows, for example, this same controller to be used in other robots or a different sensor solution to he applied for computing the range and bearing without performing any changes on the other modules. This is one of the key features of the ROCI framework. 
IV. POSITION ESTIMATORS A. GPS
GPS undoubtedly provides a most convenient mechanism for robot localization. However, GPS suffers afflictions that render it unsuitable as an exclusive localization sensor. Primarily, GPS is subject to varied accuracy and availability. Satellite signals may he degraded by occlusions. subject to electromagnetic interference from communications, processing and power electronic devices or corrupted by multipath reflections. Additionally, reception of WAAS measurement corrections can prove unreliable for antennas located at ground level.
Data collected during experiments conducted at the Ft. Benning MOUT site illustrate some problems encountered with GPS localization in urban environments. Proximity to buildings makes this an adverse environment for GPS reception. Significant localization errors are not unexpected. Importantly, as indicated in figure 5(c) , areas where poor solution quality is encountered are indicated by the GPS unit itself. The limited WAAS availability experienced motivates use of conventional DGPS corrections.
Other sensors and sources of information potentially provide more precise relative and absolute position measurements than GPS. Should desired localization accuracy exceed that available from GPS, fusing additional information sources warrants the increased processing, communication and storage requirements. In situations where estimate quality from GPS alone is sufficient, resources can be released from localization to conduct mission specific sensing tasks.
B. Camera
The blimp camera can act as "an eye in the sky" and help significatively in the localization of the ground robots. Depending on how much information is available (camera calibration or a certain number features with known world coordinates) it is possible 10 estimate the localization of the ground robots or the pose of the blimp solely from the images.
In general. given a certain image. the relation between the 3D coordinates ( X u : Yu. Zv) of a point in world and the 21) coordinates (x:y) of its projection on the image plane .can be described by a projection matrix Al. that depends on the camera's intrinsic (focus and center) and extrinsic (translation and rotation) parameters.
There are different ways of obtaining the matrix Al. For example, from a set of correspondent image-world pairs, it is possible to estimate A 1 using least squares techniques. These are well known computer vision equations that can be found in [7] for example. Also, knowing the translation and rotation of the camera from the blimp's GPS and IMU and the camera's intrinsic parameters it is possible to compute [he projection matrix. Once A I is computed, it is very simple to obtain the position of points on the ground from their projection on the image plane.
Unfortunately, both approaches have some drawbacks.
When you have a fixed camera, you can compute A I once from 6 known world-image pairs (less if the intrinsic parameters or other constraints are known) and then use it for localizing ground features on the image. But in our case. the pose of the camera varies constantly as the blimp moves. Consequently, A1 needs to be recomputed for every image but there are no I guarantees that the blimp will be able to see 6 landmarks every time to compute Al. On the other hand, constructing AI solely based on the camera movement may not be feasible since the accuracyof the blimp's GPS and IMU may not be sufficient for localizing features within a desired error.
In the experiments.presented here, all the image precessing was done offline. We calibrated the camera intrinsic parameters beforehand and flew the blimp over a football field with several ~' known markers and robots while acquiring images, GPS and ' . IMU data. Two initial steps were necessary for the offline processing: the first one is to remove image distortions. Since our camera has a large field of view, the images from the blimp -.. suffer from distortions that are more evident. on the periphery of the image, as shown in Fjgure 6(a). Using a simple radial model it is possible to remove the distortions and obtain the image shown in figure 6(b) . The second step is to select several pairs of world-image coordinates in' order to compute A l . As mentioned, we did this offline but possible approaches for online processing include placing some artificial landmarks (color blobs for example) in known world locations, which can be easily detected from the camera or having distinct features such as comers of buildings or street intersections acting~ as landmarks.
-.
V. RESULTS
In order to have accurate ground m t h measurements with which to interpret all results, we conducted our experiments over the University .of Pennsylvania football staaium. This afforded us a grid-like environment whose recorded dimensions could be counted on for accuracy and precision. We deployed the blimp over the field using tethers and then photographed landmarks'and ground vehicles in a variety of static and dynamic positions in order to ascertain how the aggregate of sensors. could be used to localize individual X being the forward direction of the field, and Z pointing up.
We also considered that all points on the ground has Zw = 0. To get the X" and Y"' coordinates of a point from its GPS latitude and longitude, it is necessary to convert from degrees to meters considering the eanh curvature and the latitude and longitude of the origin. Since we do not have a survey point with known latitude and longitude, we had to measure the origin coordinates using the GPS. This procedure increased the errors of all GPS measurements since we had to use this estimated origin for converting these measurements to the world frame.
A. Sensing Errors
To have an estimation of the localization' errors, we compared the GPS with the air-ground localization for a fixed ,point with known world coordinates and computed the errors.
For the GPS we used 800 data points, after collecting data for 5 minutes and trimming the initial and final data points. For the air-ground localization we used twelve images taken from the blimp camera each 2 seconds while it was flying over the field (Figure 7) . The two approaches explained in section IV-B were used for computing the projection matrix Ad (known world points and blimp's GPSIUIU). Since we do not have a precise measurement of the blimp's height, we estimated that it was 18m high throughout the experiment. For computing the localization error, we measured the distance from the estimated positions to the real position of the fixed point (13.716,O) and computed the mean. The graph of Figure 8 shows the positions estimated and Table 1 summarize the errors. The errors vary significatively depending on which method is being used. The air-ground localization with Ad computed from image points is the most accurate, with less than 0 . l m error. But, as mentioned before, it needs the position of 6 pairs of known world-image points which can be unfeasible in practical situations. The localization based solely on the robot GPS has an average error of about 377%. This is close to the expected error for the type of GPS being used, even more if we consider that we have GPS errors both on the localization of the frame's origin and the robot position. The errors for the air-ground localization based on the blimp's GPS/IMU are very high (more than 8m error). In fact, this large error is caused by the composition of several small errors. First of all, we can expect the same GPS errors on the localization of the blimp. Also, small errors on the blimp attitude computed from 
B. Estimating Robot Position
Using the same three methodologies, we estimated the position of a robot moving on the ground. The robot recorded its GPS coordinates while the blimp was flying over and capturing images. The black squares in Figure 7 highlight the robot positions on the images. Basically, the robot came from the top on the 45 yard line, turned to its right on the hash marks and turned right again on the 35 yard line. The graphs of Figure 9 show the robot trajectories computed using the two types of air-ground localization and the robot's GPS. In this run, the robot was remote controlled with a joystick, so we do not have a precise ground truth to compute the trajectory errors. But we can visually estimate from images 9 and 10 in Figure 7 that the robot crossed the 35 yard line hash mark. This point is shown with a black circle in the first graph of Figure 9 .
The graphs show that the results obtained for localizing a moving target are similar lo the ones obtained for a fixed point: air-ground localization with Ad computed from image points is very precise, the localization using ground GPS has a displacement of about 4m and the air-ground localization using blimp's GPS/IMU has larger errors. The path computed by the first method passes through the ground truth point and the one estimated from the ground GPS, in spite of the displacement, has a similar shape. But the errors in the air-ground localization using blimp's GPSnMU make it impossible to track the correct robot path.
C. Discussion
The results demonstrate that none of these approaches could be applied alone if we need a localization system that is applicable, reliable, and accurate. In spite of being very precise, the air-ground localization using known image features can not always be applied. As explained in section IV-B, it requires the identification of a certain number of world locations to register the image, which is impractical in some situations. On the other hand, our GPS solution provided localization estimates within a 3m range, which may not be sufficient depending on the application. Moreover, we can not guarantee that GPS coverage will be available at all times, mainly when the robots are navigating in cluttered urban environments as described in Section IV-A. Finally, the approach based on the blimp's on board sensors (GPSKMU) did not performed well. We believe that the best solution for having a reliable and accurate localization system is to have a-mix of these approaches, fusing the information from the available sensors whenever necessary. For example, the blimp could improve its GPS and IMU estimates using some visual information returned from the camera. In this case, maybe a single known image point or the motion analysis of a sequence of images would suffice for a bener estimation. More than that, combining information from different robots would certainly help the localization process. If two robots have an estimate of their position within a known error margin and can see each other, they can exchange information and reduce the overall uncenainty of their localization, especially in relative coordinates. For this, while executing their individual tasks, robots must be aware of their teammates in order to maintain network connectivity and cope with sensor range constraints. Consequently, the coordination of air and ground vehicles is a key factor for making this type of approach effective.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented some experiments in multirobot air-ground coordination. We introduced our hardware and software testbeds and analyzed different approaches for localizing ground robots using different sensors. The main conclusion is that individual approaches may not be sufficient for having a reliable and applicable localization system. In most cases, in order to reduce uncertainty, robots need to exchange information and combine estimates. For this, an adequate coordination mechanism is fundamental.
Our future work is directed towards several fronts. Firstly, we want to have the air-ground localization running online so that the ground robots will be able to exchange information with the blimp and have a better estimate of their global localization. For that the blimp will need to dynamically detect features on the ground and automatically register them to some world coordinate frame. One possible approach is to have a referenced aerial mosaic of the area built beforehand in a previous flight and then register the images captured from the blimp to this referenced frame. Also, we would like to do a reverse procedure and estimate the blimp's rotation and translation from the images and information that it receives from the ground robots. All this effort is p m of a larger project with other research groups (University of Southern California, Georgia Tech, and BBN Technologies), in which heterogeneous multi-robot teams will be coordinated to perform a more sophisticated sensor fusion, dynamically gathering information from different local and remote sensors in order to have high level of situational awareness. 
